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Abstract

We investigate a method to set the maximum allowable transmit power for a secondary base station in dynamic
spectrum sharing among secondary users and primary users. In conventional methods, location information is
assumed. Thus, the maximum allowable transmit power can be set by considering the shadowing between the
secondary base station and the primary user receivers to satisfy a constraint. Specifically, the probability that the
interference from secondary base station exceeds the acceptable level must be less than the constraint target
probability. We assume that the location information is not available at the secondary network. Instead, the secondary
base station uses the received signal strength from the primary user transmitter for distance estimation. In this case,
we have to consider shadowing not only between the secondary base station and the primary user receivers, but also
between the primary user transmitter and the secondary receiver(s). We also need to account for the uncertainty of
the distance. In order to satisfy the constraint target probability, we proposed a two-step approach to setting the
maximum allowable transmit power where a transmission decision margin and a transmit power margin are utilized.
To reduce these margins, we also propose cooperative maximum allowable transmit power setting method utilizing
also received signal strength values from several secondary users. Simulation results confirm the validity of the analysis
and show the effectiveness of the proposed cooperative maximum allowable transmit power setting method, i.e., the
capacity based on cooperative maximum allowable transmit power setting method is significantly better than that of
non-cooperative maximum allowable transmit power setting method. In addition, we show a proper size of radius of
additional separation area to protect primary users by the numerical results.

Keywords: Cognitive radio, Cooperative spectrum measurement, Transmit power setting, Spectrum sharing

1 Introduction
Spectrum scarcity is one of the most pressing problems
in the field of wireless communications today. Since most
of the available spectrum has already been exclusively
assigned to licensed wireless systems, there is not much
left for emerging wireless services. On the other hand,
it has been reported that large portions of the assigned
spectrum in both the time and space domains are under-
utilized by licensed users, also called primary users (PUs).
This unused spectrum leads to temporal and geographic
white spaces [1].
To overcome the spectrum scarcity problem, two

promising techniques are used: opportunistic spectrum
access (OSA) and spectrum sharing (SS), with cognitive
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radio techniques performed by secondary users (SUs)
[2–6]. In the OSA approach, SUs are allowed to transmit
over a spectrum originally assigned to PUs only if the PUs
are not utilizing the spectrum [7–10].
To find such spectrum holes or white spaces, SUs gen-

erally employ spectrum sensing [11, 12]. In comparison,
in the SS approach, SUs can use the spectrum even if the
PU is active with a constraint on interference at the PU.
This constraint is usually defined by the interference level
at the PU receiver and/or the outage probability, which
is defined as the probability that the interference level is
beyond a given threshold. In general, the SS approach has
the potential to achieve greater spectrum utilization since
concurrent transmissions by PUs and SUs are allowed. In
comparison, only orthogonal transmissions are permitted
by OSA [5].
A comparison between transmit power setting based

on soft decisions (corresponding to SS) and transmit
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power setting based on hard decisions (corresponding to
OSA) was shown [13]. The comparison demonstrated that
transmit power adaptation based on a soft decision can
maximize the capacity of the SU.
In some research related to resource allocation with

SS, it has been shown that transmit power control can
improve the efficiency of spectrum utilization and pro-
tect PUs [14–24]. In fact, proper transmit power control
can protect PUs without spectrum sensing and increase
opportunities of SS by SUs [20].
In many of the works considering resource allocation,

perfect instantaneous channel state information (CSI) or
channel gain (in the link from the SU transmitter to the PU
receiver) was assumed to be available [14–18]. There are
several methods that could enable SUs to obtain the CSI.
For example, the CSI could be periodically measured with
a bandmanager or by using feedback from the PU receiver
to the SUs [25]. However, support from the PU receiver or
a third entity is necessary and such support is not always
available.
In [6, 26], techniques to observe the behavior or reaction

of the PUs have been proposed. For example, in [6], a SU
sends a probing signal to intentionally interfere with the
PU. The observed PU reactions, such as rate and/or power
adaptation as well as automatic repeat request feedback,
are used by the SU to learn the environment and set the
transmission protocol for adapting to the environment.
Instead of the instantaneous CSI, several works employ

location information (i.e., the distance between the SU
transmitter and the PU receiver corresponding to an
observation equipment for the distance) for transmit
power control. Most of the works, it assumed that loca-
tion information is available [19–23]. In [27–29], they
assume that location information is available through a
database and global positioning system. Given the loca-
tion information, the path loss (denoted by L) can be
determined and the SU transmitter can set a maximum
allowable transmit power (MATP) that gives sufficient PU
protection using an appropriate margin as a countermea-
sure against uncertainty such as shadowing [27–29]. For
setting margins appropriately, knowledge of statistics of
uncertainties is required.
In [24, 30], transmit power control based on a soft deci-

sion was investigated. In this research, the statistics of
the soft decision were assumed to be known by the SUs.
Specifically, estimation error in terms of the distance is
modeled by Gaussian random value in [24]. However, the
statistics may depend on the distance between the SU
transmitter and the PU receiver. Availability of the statis-
tical information is equivalent to the distance between the
PU and the SU being available at the SU side.
In [7, 31], L is estimated based on measured informa-

tion such as received signal strength (RSS) of PU sig-
nal and signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR). However, an

effect of shadowing in the estimation was not consid-
ered sufficiently even thought it can significantly affect the
observed RSS values.
Accurate distance estimation between radios has been

investigated in ranging and localization. In [32, 33], local-
ization techniques for a cognitive radio network were
investigated. Important issues in distance estimation are
as follows: noise, multi-path fading, shadowing, and
uncertainty of location estimation. Time domain averag-
ing can suppress the effects of noise and multi-path fading
[34, 35]; therefore, these effects are not considered in this
paper.
Motivated by the aforementioned research, in this

paper, we investigate a method to set the MATP in the
context of the SS for a secondary base station (SB) based
on estimated distance between the SB and the PU trans-
mitter. The SB will estimate the distance based on the
RSS which is randomly fluctuating due to shadowing.
Therefore, we have to consider not only shadowing in
the link from the SB to the PU as in [27–29] but also
shadowing in the link from the PU transmitter, to the sec-
ondary receivers, to achieve an appropriate margin. In an
assumed scenario of this paper, the PU transmitter corre-
sponds to the PU base station (PB). In addition, there is a
new issue caused by the unavailability of distance informa-
tion. Specifically, appropriate margin for the shadowing
effects can be obtained based on the knowledge of statis-
tics of uncertainties, such as distance estimation; however,
the statistic depends on the actual distance even though
the actual distance is unavailable. We will show that the
proposed MATP setting can overcome the contradiction.
A constraint for protecting PU is set for the con-

straint target probability (CTP) where a probability that
the interference level caused by SB exceeds the allow-
able interference level should be less than CTP. Our main
contributions to the literature are summarized as follows:

1. For the issue of the unavailability of distance
information, we propose a two-step approach to
setting the MATP. In fact, the two steps consist not
only of the transmit power setting but also of the
transmission decision and the both steps are
performed based on distance estimation. In the
transmit power setting and transmission decision,
transmit power margin, Tm and transmission
decision margin, dm, are used, respectively.

2. We provide a theoretical analysis of statistics in
distance estimation and interference levels at the PU
under a log-normal shadowing environment. We
consider shadowing effects not only between the SB
and the PU receivers but also between the PB and the
secondary receivers (SUs and SB). We then derive
the appropriate margins, dm and Tm, based on this
analysis.
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3. Numerical results will show that the SU network
(SN) throughput depends on the additional
separation radius which is used for protection of PUs.
The SN consists of SB and SU terminals. For
example, without the additional separation radius,
the transmit power margins are significantly
increased. This fact implies an existence of optimal
additional separation radius, and this will also be
confirmed by the numerical results.

4. We propose the MATP setting method based on
cooperative spectrum measurement to achieve
smaller margins. The simulation results verify that
the MATP setting method based on cooperative
spectrum measurement improves the spectrum
utilization compared to the MATP setting using
spectrum measurement results only from the SB
(MATP setting method based on individual spectrum
measurement).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, the system model and assumptions are shown.
In Section 3, the proposed MATP setting methods are
described. Section 4 shows the analyses of the proposed
MATP settings methods with a view to set the optimal
margins. Numerical results are given in Section 5. The
paper concludes with Section 6.
The nomenclature list for most of the symbols and

abbreviations used in this paper is shown in Table 1.

2 Systemmodel and assumptions
In this section, we introduce the framework used through-
out the paper. The network model shown in Fig. 1 is
discussed in Section 2.1, and the MATP setting assum-
ing provided PU location information is explained in
Section 2.2.

2.1 Network model
As shown in Fig. 1, there are two networks: the PN and
the SN. The PN consists of one central control station,
such as a base station or broadcasting station, denoted
by PB and with PUs corresponding to terminals. The
PN is licensed to operate over a frequency band with
bandwidth B. The coverage of the PN is given by a cir-
cle with a radius rc,p, with the PB located at the center
[36]. A PU receiver located at the edge of the cov-
erage area corresponds to the worst-case scenario [7].
The distance d is defined as d = 0 at the location of
the PB, and the PU receiver lies at d = rc,p. We define
the extended PN coverage dg to consist of the actual cov-
erage and an additional separation radius �dg such that
dg = rc,p + �dg . The main role of the additional sep-
aration radius �dg is to protect PUs [8, 37]. Thus, it is
preferable that SB may not operate in the area where
dSU0 < dg .

Table 1 Nomenclature
General

MATP Maximum allowable transmit power

CTP Constraint target probability

RSS Received signal strength

PB, PN, SB, SN Primary base station, primary network, secondary
base station, secondary network

B Bandwidth for PN operation

PC Constraint probability in (4)

ṖC Constraint target probability (CTP)
(Z) Type of MATP such as MATP-Z where Z is P,

C, or I

μ and ν Mean and variance

Cdown Downlink capacity for SN

C̄down Average downlink capacity for SN

Location and distance

rc,p Radius of coverage of the PN

rc,s Radius of coverage of the SN

d Distance from PB

�dg Additional separation radius

dg = rc,p + �dg : radius of extended PN coverage

dPU−SUn Distance between the PB and the SUn

dSU0 Distance between the PB and the SB

d̂(Z)
SU0

Estimated dSU0

dm (or d(Z)
m ) Transmit decision margin

Transmission, propagation, and reception

TPU0 Transmit power of the PB in dB

TSU0 Transmit power of the SB in dB

T (Z)
SU0,max MATP

Tm (or T (Z)
m ) Transmit power margin

DT Binary transmit decision variable (0 or 1)

L(d) Path loss

XPU0→SUn ,σx Attenuation due to shadowing in the link
between PU0 and SUn

σ 2
x Variance of log-normal shadowing model

RPU0→SUn RSS level from the PB transmission at SUn

R̄PU0→SUn RSS level without the shadowing effect

R̂(Z) Estimated R̄PU0→SU0

IPU Interference level at the PU receiver at the edge
of PN coverage

ĪPU Interference level without the shadowing effect

Ith Allowable interference level at the PU

PU and SU

PU0 PB

SU0 SB

SUn (n = 1, · · · ,Ns) nth SU terminal

Ns Number of SU terminals
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Fig. 1 The network model. The PU is located at the edge of the PB
coverage

The SN consists of one base station, SB, and Ns SUs
(terminals). The SB location is defined as d = dSU0 , and
the radius of the SN coverage is denoted by rc,s. The SUs
are assumed to be uniformly distributed within the SN
coverage.
In RSS measurement, the measured spectrum is dedi-

cated to the PB, such as broadcasting channel or downlink
channel of the frequency division duplex. In addition, the
averaging process in the measurement is assumed to sup-
press the effects of both multipath fading and additive
white Gaussian noise. In both the broadcasting and down-
link control channel, there may be continuous traffic and
sufficiently long measurement time is assumed to provide
accurate RSS level at the SUs.
The RSS level RPU0→SUn from the PB transmission at the

nth SU, SUn, is given by

RPU0→SUn = TPU0 − L(dSUn) + XPU0→SUn,σx
= R̄PU0→SUn + XPU0→SUn,σx , (1)

where TPU0 is the transmit power of the PB in dB, L(dSUn)

is path loss in dB, dSUn is the distance between the PB
and the SUn, XPU0→SUn,σx reflects the attenuation due to
shadowing, and R̄PU0→SUn indicates the RSS without the
shadowing effect. Note that the index n = 0 is used
for base stations. Without loss of generality, we assume
that antenna gains both of the PB and SUs are 0 decibels
relative to isotropic (dBi). We employ the log-normal
shadowing model [38] and assume that XPU0→SUn,σx are
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) normal ran-
dom variables with zero mean and variance σ 2

x . We
assume a standard path loss model with a path loss expo-
nent so that L(d) is given by

L(d) = 10 log10
(
4πd0

λ

)2
+ 10η log10

(
d
d0

)
, (2)

where d0 denotes a reference distance, λ is the wave-
length of the carrier frequency, and η denotes the path
loss exponent. Without loss of generality, we use d0 = 1m

throughout this paper. The coverage radii of the PN and
the SN, rc,p and rc,s, are set based on the minimum
required received signal levels γPN and γSN at the PN and
SN, respectively.
A interference level IPU at the PU receiver caused by the

SB transmission is given by

IPU = TSU0 − L(dPU−SU0) + XSU0→PU,σx
= ĪPU + XSU0→PU,σx , (3)

where TSU0 is the actual total transmit power of the SB,
dPU−SU0 is the distance between the PU receiver and the
SB, and XSU0→PU,σx is the log-normal shadowing effect in
the link. The constraint probability that the interference
level caused by SB exceeds the allowable interference level
is given by

PC = Pr(IPU > Ith), (4)

where Ith indicate the allowable interference level at the
PU. We set a constraint Pr(IPU > Ith) ≤ ṖC, where ṖC
denotes the CTP. This constraint is used throughout this
paper.

2.2 Maximum allowable transmit power setting with
provided location information

To satisfy the CTP, the SB has to set an appropriate TSU0 .
In the conventional MATP setting approach, it is

assumed that location information (dSU0) is known
[27–29]. We denote this approach by MATP-P, where P
stands for “provided location information,” i.e., the SB
knows the perfect location information. In the MATP-P,
dPU−SU0 , is also available at the SB since the SB knows
rc,p [28, 29]. Given this information, MATP satisfying the
constraint can be set as

T (P)
SU0,max = Ith + L(dPU−SU0) − σxQ−1(ṖC), (5)

where the P in T (P)
SU0,max indicates the MATP-P, Q−1(x) is

the inverse Q-function [39], and it is assumed that σx is
known at the SB. The term σxQ−1(ṖC) in (5) corresponds
to a margin against the shadowing effect in a link from
the SB to the PU. The MATP-P will be used as a reference
method in order to see the loss due to distance estimation
in the proposed approaches.

3 ProposedMATP setting
To satisfy the CTP with unknown distance to the PB, we
propose a two-step approach with distance estimation for
setting the MATP. A flowchart of this procedure is shown
in Fig. 2.
The actual problem caused by the unavailability of dis-

tance information is shown as follows. In general, the
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Fig. 2 A flowchart of the proposed MATP setting procedure.
Superscript (Z) indicates the type of MATP, i.e., (P) for MATP-P (C) for
MATP-C, and (I) for MATP-I

transmit power margin Tm is set based on the worst-case
scenario, i.e., the SB locates at the edge of extended PN
coverage, dSU0 = dg . In this case, the Tm can satisfy the
CPT only when the SB is in the region where dSU0 ≥ dg .
However, the SB may operate in the region where dSU0 <

dg since estimated distance is used. In this case, the CTP
can not be satisfied. For overcoming this problem, the
transmission decision with the decision margin is used to
protect the PUs.
The procedure of the setting the MATP is as fol-

lows. The SN first calculates an estimate of the dis-
tance. The distance estimation is based on either the RSS
value RPU0→SU0 collected by the SB alone (referred to as
MATP-I, where I stands for “individual measurement”) or
the RSS values RPU0→SU0 and RPU0→SUn collected by the
SB andNS SUs (n = 1, 2, · · · ,NS) (referred to asMATP-C,
where C stands for “cooperative measurement”).
The SB first decides if transmission is allowed by esti-

mating whether the SB resides within extended PN cov-
erage, dg . The SB arrives at a decision by comparing the
estimated distance to the distance dg + dm, where dm is
a transmission decision margin that is used to guarantee
the protection of the PUs when the SB actually resides in
the extended PN coverage, i.e. dSU0 ≤ dg . The protec-
tion is guaranteed by setting dm in such a way that the
transmission within the extended PN coverage is allowed
with a probability equal or less than the CTP, ṖC . The
validity of protection by the dm will be shown in Fig. 4.
The result of this is a binary transmission decision vari-
able, DT , where DT = 1 indicates that the transmission is

allowed, and DT = 0 rejects it. If transmission is allowed,
the SB continues to the next step.
In the second step, the SB applies a transmit power mar-

gin Tm that guarantees the PU protection when the SB
resides outside the extended PN coverage, i.e., dSU0 > dg .
The transmit power margin Tm depends on the loca-

tions of the PU receiver and the SB corresponding to the
transmitter. Since the exact location information is not
available at the SB, we set Tm considering the worst case
in which the PU receiver lies in the neighborhood of edge
of the extended PN coverage and the SB is at a location
leading to maximum Tm. This fact will be confirmed in
Fig. 5.

3.1 Distance estimation in MATP-I and MATP-C
From (1) and (2), dSU0 can be estimated with

d̂(Z)
SU0

= d010−(R̂(Z)+TPU0−20 log10(4πd0/λ))/(10η), (6)

where the superscript (Z) indicates type of MATP, i.e., (P)

for MATP-P, (C) for MATP-C, and (I) for MATP-I, and
R̂(Z) denotes estimated R̄PU0→SU0 . R̂(Z) for MATP-I and
MATP-C are

R̂(I) = RPU0→SU0 , (7)

R̂(C) =
∑NS

n=0 RPU0→SUn

1 + Ns
, (8)

respectively. In the case of MATP-C in (8), RSS values
from different SUs are averaged in order to suppress the
effect of shadowing [40]. In R̂(C), NS can be interpreted as
the number of estimations by SUs at different locations.
Specifically, the location of SB is fixed; however, mobile
SUs can obtain RPU0→SUn at the different locations. The
estimation d̂(I)

SU0
corresponds to a maximum likelihood

estimation [41].

3.2 Transmission decision with transmission decision
margin

The transmission decision rule is defined as

DT =
⎧⎨
⎩
1;

(
d̂(Z)
SU0

≥ dg + d(Z)
m

)
0;

(
d̂(Z)
SU0

< dg + d(Z)
m

)
.

(9)

The transmission decision margin d(Z)
m is set to satisfy

the equality

Pr
(
d̂(Z)
SU0

≥ dg + d(Z)
m |dSU0 = dg

)
= ṖC . (10)

This shows that the probability of allowing transmission
when the SB is within the extended PN coverage is always
less than or equal to the CTP, i.e., Pr(DT = 1|dSU0 ≤
dg) ≤ ṖC . The transmission decision margin, d(Z)

m , is
derived in Section 4.2.
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3.3 Maximum allowable transmit power setting based on
distance estimation

In theMATP-I and theMATP-C, we use a transmit power
margin T (Z)

m to satisfy the constraint in the region where
dSU0 > dg . According to the transmission decision, the
MATP is given by

T (Z)
SU0,max =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
Ith+L

(
d̂(Z)
SU0

−rc,p
)
−σxQ−1 (ṖC) − T (Z)

m ;
(DT = 1)

No transmission; (DT = 0).
(11)

The transmit power margin, T (Z)
m , is derived in

Section 4.3.

4 Analysis
In this section, a probability density function (PDF) for
the distance estimations by the estimator in (6) is shown.
The PDF is used to derive the transmission decision
margin d(Z)

m which satisfies (10) and is used in the trans-
mission decision rule (9). Finally, we derive the transmit
power margin T (Z)

m used in the MATP-I or the MATP-C
schemes, to satisfy (11).

4.1 Analysis of distance estimation
The SUs are assumed to be located uniformly over the
disk corresponding to the SB coverage area. The condi-
tional PDF of the dSUn (MATP-C) given that dSU0 = d
is pdSUn (dSUn |dSU0 = d). For simplicity with slight abuse
of the notation, we denote this as pdSUn (dSUn |dSU0). It can
written as

pdSUn
(
dSUn |dSU0

)= 2dSUn

πr2c,s
cos−1

(
d2SUn

+ d2SU0
− r2c,s

2dSUndSU0

)
.(12)

Note that the condition does not mean that dSU0 is
available at the SN.
A conditional PDF of RSS without shadowing effects

(R̄PU0→SUn ) can be derived through a transformation of
the PDF p(dSUn |dSU0)with a function R̄PU0→SUn = TPU0 −
L(dSUn) and (2) resulting in

pR̄PU0→SUn
(R̄PU0→SUn |dSU0) =

2C1C
R̄PU0→SUn
2 |C1C

R̄PU0→SUn
2 lnC2|

πr2c,s
·

cos−1

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

(
C1C

R̄PU0→SUn
2

)2
+ d2SU0

− r2c,s

2C1C
R̄PU0→SUn
2 dSU0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (13)

where

C1 = d010

(
TPU0−10 log10

(
4πd0

λ

)2)
/(10η)

C2 = 10−1/(10η).

The conditional PDF of the RSS including shadowing
effects (RPU0→SUn ) is obtained with

pRPU0→SUn (RPU0→SUn |dSU0) =∫ R̄PU0→SUn=∞

R̄PU0→SUn=−∞
1√

2πσx
exp

(− (
RPU0→SUn−R̄PU0→SUn

)2
2σ 2

x

)

·pR̄PU0→SUn
(R̄PU0→SUn |dSU0)dR̄PU0→SUn . (14)

In the case of MATP-I, the mean and variance of R̂(I)

defined in (8) are given by

μ
(I)
R̂

= TPU0 − L(dSU0), (15)

and

ν
(I)
R̂

= σ 2
x . (16)

On the other hand, in the case of MATP-C, according to
(8) and (14), the mean and variance of R̂(C) defined in (7)
are given by

μ
(C)

R̂
= Ns · μRPU0→SUn + TPU0 − L(dSU0)

Ns + 1
, (17)

and

ν
(C)

R̂
= Ns · νRPU0→SUn + σ 2

x

(Ns + 1)2
. (18)

In (17) and (18), μRPU0→SUn and νRPU0→SUn correspond to
the mean and variance of RPU0→SUn in (14), respectively,
and thus they are available by numerical calculations.
Using Gaussian approximation, pR̂(Z) (R̂(Z)|dSU0) is given

by

pR̂(Z)

(
R̂(Z)|dSU0

)
= 1√

2πν
(Z)

R̂

exp

⎛
⎜⎝−

(
R̂(Z) − μ

(Z)

R̂

)2
2ν(Z)

R̂

⎞
⎟⎠ .(19)

Finally, the PDF of d̂(Z)
SU0

, given dSU0 , is

pd̂(Z)
SU0

(
d̂(Z)
SU0

|dSU0

)
= 1

|d̂(Z)
SU0

lnC2|
√
2πν

(Z)

R̂

·

exp

⎛
⎜⎝−

(
ln

(
d̂(Z)
SU0

/C1
)
/ lnC2 − μ

(Z)

R̂

)2
2ν(Z)

R̂

⎞
⎟⎠ . (20)

For verification of the analysis, p
(
d̂(C)
SU0

|dSU0

)
: for

MATP-C and p(d̂(I)
SU0

|dSU0): for MATP-I are plotted in
Fig. 3. The analyses in Fig. 3 are obtained by (20).
The simulation parameters are η = 3, σx = 9 dB,
and dSU0 = 20 km. For MATP-C, two results with
NS = 4 and NS = 8 are plotted. The sim-
ulation validates our analysis. Figure 3 also shows
that increasing NS can achieve smaller variance of
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Fig. 3 The PDFs of distance estimates for the MATP-C (NS = 4) and the
MATP-I, from analysis (line) and simulation (circle), for NS = 4, η = 3,
σx = 9 dB, and rc,s = 500m, the actual distance is dSU0 = 20 km

estimates in the MATP-C. That is to say that the aver-
aging employed by MATP-C achieves a more accurate
estimation similar to [40].

4.2 Transmission decision margin setting based on
analysis

The proper d(Z)
m is given by

d(Z)
m = f −1

d̂(Z)
SU0

(ṖC |dSU0 = dg) − dg , (21)

where fd̂(Z)
SU0

is the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
corresponding to the PDF in (20).
In Fig. 4, the transmission probability, Pr(DT = 1) is

plotted as a function of dSU0 in terms of the MATP-I
and MATP-C with varying σx (3 and 9 dB). The margin
d(Z)
m which is set according to (21) is found by numer-

ical techniques. The result verifies that d(Z)
m can satisfy

Pr(DT = 1) = ṖC when dSU0 = dg = 4.2 km. This
also means that in the region dSU0 ≤ dg , Pr(DT = 1) ≤
ṖC. Thus, PC ≤ ṖC in the region dSU0 ≤ dg . The rate
of increase of the transmission probability Pr(DT = 1)
depends on σx. Specifically, a smaller σx achieves a larger
rate of increase. In addition, in the region dSU0 ≥ dg ,
the MATP-C can achieve a higher Pr(DT = 1) than the
MATP-I. This observation implies that the MATP-C has
greater potential to achieve a more effective spectrum
utilization.

4.3 Transmit power margin setting based on analysis
We obtain the transmit power margin under a given dSU0 .
Since the exact distance is unknown, the SB uses the dSU0
leading to the maximum (worst-case) margin.

Fig. 4 Probability of transmission (Pr(DT = 1)) as a function of dSU0

for the MATP-C (NS = 4, solid line) and the MATP-I (dashed line), for
NS = 4, η = 3, σx = 3 and 9 dB, dg = 4.2 km, rc,s = 500m, and
ṖC = 0.01

In the case DT = 1, the minimum d̂(Z)
SU0

is equal to dg +
d(Z)
m . Thus, the smallest possibleMATP value given by (11)

is

min
(
T (Z)
SU0,max

)
= Ith+L

(
�dg + d(Z)

m

)
−σxQ−1(ṖC)−T (Z)

m .

(22)

A conditional PDF of the MATP T (Z)
SU0,max in (11) given

dSU0 is obtained by univariate transformation from esti-
mated distance d̂SU0 in (20) to T (Z)

SU0,max and is given by

pT (Z)
SU0,max

(
T (Z)
SU0,max|dSU0

)
=⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∣∣∣∣∣∣C3C
T(Z)
SU0,max+T(Z)

M
4 lnC4

∣∣∣∣∣∣exp
⎛
⎜⎝−

(
G

(
T(Z)
SU0,max+T(Z)

m
)

−μ
(Z)

R̂

)2
2ν(Z)

R̂

⎞
⎟⎠

∣∣∣∣∣∣
⎛
⎝rc,p+C3C

T(Z)
SU0,max+T(Z)

m
4

⎞
⎠ lnC4

√
2πν

(Z)

R̂

∣∣∣∣∣∣
;

(
T (Z)
SU0,max ≥ min

(
T (Z)
SU0,max

))

0;
(
T (Z)
SU0,max < min

(
T (Z)
SU0,max

))
,

(23)

where C3, C4, and D
(
T (Z)
SU0,max + T (Z)

m
)
are

C3 = d010

(
−Ith−10 log10

(
4πd0

λ

)2+σxQ−1(ṖC)

)
/(10η)

C4 = 1/C2

G(x) =
ln

(
rc,p+C3Cx

4
C1

)
lnC2

.
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The condition
(
T (Z)
SU0,max < min

(
T (Z)
SU0,max

))
in (23)

indicates that DT = 0.
Due to the shadowing effect from the PB to the SN and

random locations of the SUs in the case of the MATP-C,
T (Z)
SU0,max is random. From (2) and (3), the interference level

at the PU determined by path loss, ĪPU, can be expressed
as

ĪPU = T (Z)
SU0,max − C5, (24)

where

C5 =
(
10 log10

(
4πd0

λ

)2
+ 10η log10

(dSU0 − rc,p
d0

))
.

Since dSU0 is given, the minimum interference level,
min

(
ĪPU

)
, is found by substituting min

(
T (Z)
SU0,max

)
into

(24). The conditional PDF pĪPU(ĪPU|dSU0) is determined
through a univariate transformation from T (Z)

SU0,max to ĪPU
and results in

pĪPU(ĪPU|dSU0) =⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∣∣∣∣∣C3C
ĪPU+C5+T(Z)

M
4 lnC4

∣∣∣∣∣ exp
⎛
⎜⎝−

(
G

(
ĪPU+C5+T(Z)

M
)
−μ

(Z)

R̂

)2
2ν(Z)

R̂

⎞
⎟⎠

(
rc,p+C3C

ĪPU+C5+T(Z)
M

4

)
lnC4

√
2πν

(Z)

R̂

;

(
ĪPU > min

(
ĪPU

))
0;

(
ĪPU ≤ min

(
ĪPU

))
.

(25)

A conditional PDF of the interference level including the
log-normal shadowing effects from the PB to the SUs and
from the SB to the PU is found from (3) and (25) and is
given by

pIPU(IPU|dSU0) =
∫ ĪPU=∞

ĪPU=min(ĪPU)
pIPU(IPU|dSU0 , ĪPU) ·

pĪPU(ĪPU|dSU0)dĪPU, (26)

where

pIPU(IPU|dSU0 , ĪPU) = 1√
2πσx

exp
(

− (IPU − ĪPU)2

2σ 2
x

)
(27)

and represents the log-normal shadowing effect from the
SB to the PU. The shadowing effect from PB to SUs was
similarly represented by the first term inside the integral
in (14) and is already included in (25).
The constraint probability as a function of the margin

T (Z)
m for a given dSU0 is given by

PC
(
T (Z)
m |dSU0

)
=

∫ IPU=∞

IPU=Ith
pIPU(IPU;T (Z)

m |dSU0)dIPU. (28)

The satisfaction of the constraint probability requires
that PC ≤ ṖC. Equation (28) implies that the required
margin T (Z)

m depends on the distance dSU0 as

T (Z)
m = PC−1(ṖC|dSU0). (29)

Thus, we consider the worst-case dSU0 when setting the
margin. This can be expressed as

T (Z)∗
m = max

dg<dSU0<∞
PC−1(ṖC|dSU0). (30)

The transmission decision margin dm influences the
T (Z)
SU0,min as (22), and this indicates that dm affects the

worst-case T (Z)∗
m .

To see the worst case for T (Z)
m (i.e., T (Z)∗

m ), T (Z)
m satis-

fying ṖC as a function of dSU0 in the cases of MATP-I
and the MATP-C is shown in Fig. 5. The parameters are
set as NS = 4, η = 3, σx = 9 dB, rc,p = 3.68 km, and
rc,s = 500m. Values for dg of 3.7 and 4.2 km are used.
In the region where dSU0 < dg , the margin dm is used in

the transmission decision variable DT , to satisfy the con-
straint. That is, Pr(DT = 1) ≤ ṖC, therefore T (Z)

m = 0.
The maximal values are in the region where dSU0 ≥ dg
and close to dSU0 = dg . In this region, T (Z)

m increases
at a rapid rate. This is because Pr(DT = 1) increases,
and to satisfy the constraint, a larger T (Z)

m is required. In
the region to the right of the maximum, T (Z)

m decreases
slowly since Pr(DT = 1) � ṖC and the far SB transmitter
requires smaller transmit powermargin. Since the SB does
not have exact information about its location dSU0 , we set
the transmit power margin to the maximal value, T (Z)∗

m .
In the case when dg = 3.7 km, the SB may be located

near the PU receiver, and thus it requires a significantly

Fig. 5 The required margin Tm (29) as a function of dSU0 for MATP-C
(NS = 4), and MATP-I, with ṖC = 0.01, NS = 4, η = 3, σx = 9 dB,
rc,s = 500m, rc,p = 3.68 km, dg = 3.7, and 4.2 km
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large margin. For example, in the case of MATP-I, T (Z)∗
m =

34 dBm. On the other hand, in the case of MATP-C with
dg = 4.2 km, the required margin is only T (Z)∗

m = 5 dBm.
The difference between these margins is 29 dBm and is
caused by not only the gain of the cooperative measure-
ment but also by the appropriate dg setting.
In Fig. 6, T∗

m as a function of dg in terms of MATP-C
and the MATP-I is shown. This result shows that smaller
dg values require significantly large margins. In the case of
MATP-I, the difference between dg = 3.7 km and T∗

m at
dg = 4.2 km is 17 dBm, and in the case of MATP-C, the
difference is still 15 dBm.

5 Numerical results
In this section, MATP-P, MATP-I, and MATP-C are com-
pared in terms of the average capacity, C̄down similarly
as in [28, 29]. In fact, the MATP-P is equivalent to the
approach proposed in [28, 29] where the perfect location
information is assumed to be available and a comparison
with theMATP-P corresponds to a comparison with exist-
ing method. A derivation of the average capacity is shown
in the following subsection.
The CTP is set to ṖC = 0.01. The assumed center fre-

quency of the spectrum band is 600MHz, which is used
in digital TV broadcasting, but the application of the pro-
posed method is not limited to it. We set the path loss
exponent as η = 3. The transmit power of the PB is set to
TPU0 = 60 dBm, and the total transmit power of the SB is
always limited to the maximum value of Ttotal = 30 dBm.

Fig. 6 The required transmit power margin T∗
m as a function of

extended PN coverage dg for MATP-C (NS = 4) and MATP-I, with
ṖC = 0.01, η = 3, σx = 9 dB, rc,p = 3.68 km, and rc,s = 500m

The minimum required received signal levels, γPN and
γSN, are set as −75 dBm and −85 dB, respectively, leading
to the radii rc,p = 3.68 and rc,s = 0.5 km.

5.1 Average capacity obtained by power and channel
allocation

The SB allocates a transmit power Tn,l,mW for the nth
SU transmission on the lth sub-channel, where the band-
width B is divided into L sub-channels. Note that in this
paper, we use two units, “mW” and “dBm” for variables
corresponding to power values. When unit in a variable
is mW, “mW” is noted in the suffix (for example, Tn,l,mW),
but when the unit is dBm, notation of unit is abbreviated
(for example, Tn,l). The aim of this resource allocation
is to maximize the downlink capacity Cdown while keep-
ing the interference constraint and a total transmit power
constraint. This is expressed as

maxCdown = max
1
L

NS∑
i=1

L∑
l=1

an,l log2
(
1+ |hn,l,SB|2Tn,l,mW

NmW+|hn,l,PB|2TPU0,mW/L

)
(31)

subject to

Ns∑
n=1

an,l ≤ 1,∀l, an,l ∈ {0, 1}∀n, l, (32)

Ns∑
n=1

L∑
l=1

ai,lTn,l,mW ≤ Ttotal,mW, (33)

Ns∑
n=1

L∑
l=1

ai,lTn,l,mW ≤ T (Z)
SU0,max,mW, (34)

where an,l is a sub-channel allocation indicator (i.e., an,l =
1 indicates that the lth sub-channel is allocated to the nth
SU transmission; otherwise, an,l = 0); hn,l,PB denotes the
channel gain between the PB and the nth SU for lth sub-
channel; and NmW is the noise power in one sub-channel.
In the capacity, the interference from the PB which is
assumed to be divided equally into all sub-channels is
considered.
The constraints are as follows: (32) indicates that each

sub-channel is assigned to only one SU, (33) is the total
transmit power constraint due to SB limitations or con-
straints by a regulator, and (34) is the interference con-
straint.
Without loss of generality, we use capacity normalized

by sub-channel bandwidth and L in (31). The solution of
this optimization problem can be found by a simple water-
filling scheme as described in [28, 42].
The average Cdown is given by C̄down = E[Cdown],

where E[·] denotes the expectation function calculated
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with respect to channel gains and locations of SUs. Specif-
ically, the locations of SUs in the SB’s coverage area are
changed according to a uniform distribution to calculate
C̄down while the channel gains |hn,l,SB| and |hn,l,PB| are due
to distance between the transmitter and receiver, the shad-
owing, and Rayleigh fading. In addition, we assume that
the noise levels per sub-channel in the SUs are assumed to
be the same, and N is −95 dBm.

5.2 Average capacity performances of MATPs
In Figs. 7 and 8, C̄down as a function of dSU0 is shown. In
Fig. 7, σx = 3 dB while in Fig. 8, σx = 9 dB. The C̄down
are increasing functions in terms of dSU0 since MATP
increases as dSU0 increases.We can confirm thatMATP-C
always outperformsMATP-I in these results sinceMATP-
C requires reduced margin, as shown previously by Fig. 5.
In Fig. 7, MATP-C and the MATP-I achieve the same

performance as MATP-P in the regions dSU0 > 7 and
dSU0 > 14 km, respectively. This shows that the probabil-
ity of transmission (Pr(DT = 1)) of MATP-C andMATP-I
approaches 1, as confirmed in Fig. 4. It also shows that
Ttotal < T (Z)

SU0,max, so that MATP setting does not anymore
limit the transmit power.
In the case of σx = 9 dB (Fig. 8), MATP-I cannot achieve

the same performance as MATP-P even if dSU0 = 40 km.
On the other hand, MATP-C can achieve the same per-
formance as MATP-P in the region where dSU0 > 20 km.
These observations also relate the result shown in Fig. 4.
In the case of MATP-I, Pr(DT = 1) is still less than 0.5
at dSU0 = 40 km. This result implies that the MATP-C
outperforms the MATP-I for larger σx.
The results also show that the rate of increase of C̄down

depends on σx, where a smaller σx leads to a larger rate of

Fig. 7 The capacity C̄down as a function of dSU0 for MATP-P, MATP-C
(NS = 4), and MATP-I, with ṖC = 0.01, NS = 4, η = 3, σx = 3 dB,
rc,p = 3.68 km, rc,s = 500m, and dg = 4.2 km

Fig. 8 The capacity C̄down as a function of dSU0 for MATP-P, MATP-C
(NS = 4), and MATP-I, with ṖC = 0.01, NS = 4, η = 3, σx = 9 dB,
rc,p = 3.68 km, rc,s = 500m, and dg = 4.2 km

increase. We can conclude based on the results that coop-
erative measurement is an effective approach especially
when σx is large.

5.3 Impact of Ns in the cooperative approach
In order to evaluate the effects of Ns on the coopera-
tive measurement, we evaluate MATP-C and MATP-I in
terms of C̄down as a function of Ns. The results are shown
in Fig. 9. In this evaluation, σx = 9 dB and dg = 4.2 km.

Fig. 9 The capacity C̄down as a function of the number of SUs Ns for
MATP-C and MATP-I and for dSU0 = 7.5 and dSU0 = 40 km with
ṖC=0.01, η=3, σx =9 dB, rc,p=3.68 km, rc,s = 500m, and dg = 4.2 km
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In the case of MATP-I at dSU0 = 7.5 km, increasing
NS does not have a significant impact. In comparison, the
MATP-C significantly benefits from increasing NS.
The MATP-C benefits from the cooperative measure-

ment and similar to theMATP-I from the multiuser diver-
sity gain in the power allocation process [42]. In the case of
dSU0 = 40 km, the rate of increase of MATP-C is slightly
larger than that of MATP-I. This gain seen in MATP-C
andMATP-I is mainly attributed to themultiuser diversity
gain.

5.4 Impact of extended PN coverage dg
In the discussion of the results of Figs. 5 and 6, we stated
that setting dg is an important issue in both MATP-I and
MATP-C, since there is a trade-off between the additional
separation radius�dg and the transmission power margin
T (Z)∗
m . Specifically, a larger dg is equivalent to a larger�dg ,

which leads to a reduced area where the spectrum can be
used by the SB. A smaller dg leads to a larger T (Z)∗

m , as
shown by Fig. 6.
To confirm this effect in C̄down, we plot C̄down as a func-

tion of dSU0 in terms of different dg (dg = 3.7, dg =
4.2, and dg = 5 km) in Fig. 10. This result demonstrates
that the C̄down also depends on dg . In both MATP-C and
MATP-I, the case when dg = 4.2 km achieves the best
C̄down performance.
The curve when dg = 5 km is almost an exact duplicate

of the curve for dg = 4.2 km, but shifted to the right. This
is because the difference in�dg is dominant, which causes
the gap between the C̄down performance of dg = 5 km
and that of dg = 4.2 km. On the other hand, we can con-
firm that there is a significant performance gap between

Fig. 10 The capacity C̄down as a function of distance dSU0 for
dg = 3.7, dg = 4.2, and dg = 5 km. MATP-P and MATP-C (NS = 4),
with ṖC = 0.01, η = 3, σx = 9 dB, rc,p = 3.68 km, and rc,s = 500m

dg = 3.7 and dg = 4.2 km, which is mainly attributed to
the difference in the margin, T∗

m.

5.5 Optimum point in terms of extended PN coverage dg
The average capacity performances depend on the
extended PN coverage, dg , as confirmed by the result of
Fig. 10. We define C̄down as a function of distance, dSU0 ,
as C̄down(dSU0), and define a new metric to evaluate the
MATPs as

C̄∗
down= 1

|dmax − rc,p|
∫ dSU0=dmax

dSU0=rc,p
C̄down(dSU0)ddSU0 , (35)

where dmax indicates an assumedmaximumdistance. This
corresponds to dSU0 having uniform distribution in the
region rc,p ≤ dSU0 ≤ dmax. In the evaluation performed
here, we use dmax = 40 km. This metric C̄∗

down indicates
the average of C̄down(dSU0) in the dSU0 domain.
Figure 11 shows C̄∗

down as a function of dg for MATP-C
andMATP-I. In both cases, proper C̄∗

down can be achieved
around dg = 4.2 km. The smallest dg is rc,p = 3.68 km,
and it may lead to much space in which operation of SN
is available. However, the result in Fig. 11 indicates that
small dg is not in fact favorable from the perspective of
network capacity. From the perspective of the protection
of PN, longer dg is obviously favorable.

6 Conclusions
In this paper, we investigated methods to set the MATP
for SS. In our proposed approach, the SB setsMATP based
on an estimate of the distance between the SB and PB
(transmitter). We compared against MATP-P where the
location information is available at the SB.

Fig. 11 C̄∗
down as a function of extended PN coverage dg for MATP-C

(NS = 4) and MATP-I, with ṖC = 0.01, η = 3, σx = 9 dB, rc,p = 3.68 km,
rc,s = 500m, and dmax = 40 km
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To satisfy the CTP, the SB has to consider three issues:
shadowing from the PB (transmitter) to the SU, shad-
owing from the SB to the PU receiver, and the lack of
location information. To handle these issues, we proposed
a two-step approach to set the MATP where two mar-
gins, the transmission decision margin and the transmit
power margin, were employed. The former is to guarantee
the protection of the PUs when the SB resides within the
extended PU network (PN) coverage, and the latter is to
guarantee the PU protection when the SB resides outside
of the extended PN coverage.We set the margins based on
the analysis.
Numerical results verified our approach and showed

that MATP-I and the MATP-C can satisfy the constraint
for any placement of the SN. Furthermore, in MATP-C,
cooperative measurements are used and the numerical
results demonstrated that MATP-C always outperforms
MATP-I in terms of average SN capacity. Setting the
extended PN coverage range is also important since it sig-
nificantly affects the average capacity, as was shown by the
numerical results. In addition, we demonstrated that there
is also an optimum range for the extended PN coverage
that can maximize average capacity performance.
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